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The Senate turns its focus this week to conflicts of interest and loss of investor confidence in the U.S.

markets.

The Permanent Subcommittee on Investigation, led by Senator Carl Levin (D-Mich.) will hold a hearing on

Tuesday based on the recent debate on whether high-frequency trading hurts the markets.

“I would hope there would be action coming out of this,” said Eric Scott Hunsader, CEO of Nanex, a market

technology firm.

Hunsader wants regulators to go into the exchanges and financial firms using high-speed trading systems

and conduct an inspection.

“Regulators should do a hardware-, software-level audit on exactly how trades are routed, in order for

people to feel like regulators are looking at this,” said Hunsader.
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The debate on high-frequency trading erupted after the release of Michael Lewis’s book “Flash Boys” back

in March, which claimed that markets were rigged against the little guy.

The main protagonist in the book, Bradley Katsuyama, President & CEO of IEX Group, Inc., will be a star

witness at the hearing, which will start at 9:30 a.m. Eastern. Katsuyama designed and created the IEX as a

venue where high-frequency trading firms cannot front run other traders.

Other panelists include Thomas Farley, president of NYSE Group, and Joseph Ratterman, CEO of BATS

Global Markets, Inc., representing the exchanges that profit from the trading done by high-frequency

traders.

Executives from Vanguard and TD Ameritrade will also be there. Vanguard, the index-fund giant, has

defended the HFT firms, with CEO Bill McNabb saying the market is not rigged and that investors pay lower

trading fees because of the presence of high-frequency traders. TD Ameritrade meanwhile, has been in the

spotlight over the payments the brokerage receives for directing retail investor orders to particular venues.

Finance professor Robert Battalio from the University of Notre Dame will also appear as a witness to lend

his expertise on the relationship between financial market design and trading costs.

The hearing will focus on two specific conflicts of interest:

First, payments by wholesale broker-dealers to retail brokers for their customer orders, known as “payment

for order flow;” and “maker-taker” rebates or fees that, depending on the circumstances, exchanges either

pay or charge to brokers for executing trades on their platforms.

The second focus is rebates paid to brokers by stock exchanges and other trading venues. There are

currently eleven public stock exchanges plus over 200 alternative trading systems, including a large

number of “dark pools.” These trading venues offer various rebate structures in order to attract brokers,

and orders, to their platforms.

“One of the difficulties these days is that financial markets have changed so much because of the

technology,” said Ahmet K. Karagozoglu, finance professor at Hofstra University. “Financial regulators have

to catch-up with the pace of technology.”

There are a lot of financial institutions on one side of the argument that are not so fast, and there is a

smaller group on the other side of the debate that uses the high-speed systems, notes Karagozoglu.

“The market is divided into fast or not so fast.”

– Sital S. Patel
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